Welcome! As you explore the National WWI Museum and Memorial, look around at the artifacts to answer the riddles below. (Please don’t use the glass cases or museum walls as hard surfaces for writing your answers!) If you need help, ask our volunteers wearing blue shirts. Have fun!

**Glass Bridge:**

1. 9,000 strong and red, we pay tribute to the dead.

**East Gallery:**

2. Bang! Bang! A weapon like this one started events that could not be undone.
3. Red, black and grey all over; look at me to see who our Allies were.

4. I hail from Great Britain, and nicknamed the “60 pounder”. No horse could move me, only a tractor.

5. Used to protect against mustard and tears, get me on quickly and you have nothing to fear.

6. Unterseeboots is my name, sinking is my game.

7. I WANT YOU! To join what? Find me to see what it’s all about!

8. Crushing anything in its path, this 2-man operated weapon was full of wrath.

9. On the upper level: Two mirror opposites made all of the stone, one facing the past and the other unknown.

10. Only 7 percent of my original size, I show 7 United States presidents and portraits of many allies.

11. I was just a doctor trying to help my friends, but I would become the First American officer dead.

12. Soaring over 200ft into the air, I have four guardian spirits to keep me from despair.

Tell us about your visit!
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